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Greek Week provides fun for whole campus
CAMPUS AFFAIRS

Eleanor Legault
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Greek Week is an event in
which all Greek organizations
on Lawrence University’s campus engage in activities together
to foster a stronger Panhellenic
community and to raise awareness for the charities that the
individual organizations support.
Sophomore and President of the
Lawrence University Panhellenic
Council Rachel Taber said, “When
planning Greek Week each year,
the Panhellenic Council and the
Interfraternity Council (IFC) try
to create a setting in which the
fraternities, sororities and all
students can interact and raise
money for some amazing charities.”
Looking back on the week,
Taber expressed her pleasure,
saying, “This year we had a really high turnout at some of the
events, and got the honor societies involved, which have Greek
letters associated with them.”
Taber also expressed her excitement that the event is growing,
with both organizations and with
turnout from students not affiliated with Greek life.
The week began with the AllGreek Lip Sync, in which eight
different groups participated,
and some alumni attended. Delta
Gamma won this event, while
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Beta
Psi Nu came in second and third
place, respectively. All teams had
their own theme which their
songs revolved around. Taber said
this event is one of her favorites
“because seventh week can be
such a stressful week for so many
people, it’s really great to start
off the week in the silliest way
possible”
On Tuesday, Kappa Kappa

Gamma’s event “Too Hot to
Handle” was housed in the
Buchanan Kiewit Wellness Center,
featuring a hot wing eating contest
to raise money for Harbor House.
Beta Psi Nu was the winner and
second place was awarded to Beta
Theta Pi. Mortar Board’s “Spelling
Bee” competition also took place
on Tuesday in the Viking Room
(VR) and was addressed to participants over the age of 21. This
event was emceed by Dean of
Students Curt Lauderdale.
Wednesday was Sigma Phi
Epsilon’s event, “Ballin’ on Boldt,”
a basketball competition. Delta
Tau Delta won this event. Also on
Wednesday was Delta Gamma’s
event, “Anchor Splash.” The event
supported Service for Sight, a
philanthropy which helps those
who are, or have become, visually
impaired.
“Anchor Splash” is divided
into relay races and synchronized
swimming routines. The relay
races involved tasks for the team
members— swimming a lap with
a ping-pong ball on a spoon that
the participants have to carry in
their mouth, swimming a lap with
a t-shirt on and then pass the shirt
to the next team member, among
other tasks.
The synchronized swimming
events were judged on a 10-point
scale. Kappa Kappa Gamma was
awarded first place, while second place went to Kappa Alpha
Theta and third place to Sigma
Phi Epsilon. In preparation for
this event there was also a photo
challenge in which students who
saw members of Delta Gamma
throughout the day were encouraged to take photos with them
to score extra points for their
respective teams.
Thursday was Kappa Alpha
Theta’s event “Kicks for CASA,” a

kickball event for the philanthropy CASA, which provides courtappointed advocates to children in
the foster care system. Delta Tau
Delta won the Golden Kickball,
with second place awarded to
Beta Theta Pi.
Friday’s events were organized by Phi Kappa Tau and Beta
Psi Nu. In the first event, “Phi
Tau Freeze Out,” members of the
fraternity served ice cream and
frozen treats to attendees. All proceeds went to their philanthropy,
Serious Fun Children’s Network,
an organization that seeks to
make terminally ill children’s
camp experiences more enjoyable.
“Beta Stroll Bounce” was Beta Psi
Nu’s event.
The “All-Greek Movie Night”
took place later that evening. The
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Freshman Paul Hong competes for Beta Theta Pi in “Too Hot to Handle,” hosted by Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Photo by Hitkarsh Chanana

Beta Psi Nu performed their routine at the All-Greek Lip Sync on Monday, May 9.
Photo by Minh Nguyen

Appeals process divides
General Council

CAMPUS AFFAIRS

Hannah Birch
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Thursday, May 12, the
Group Living Selection Board
met again to reconsider Anchor
Loft’s group living application.
With five members of the board
replaced by alternates, Anchor
Loft was granted the choice of 128
N. Union St., currently designated as Gay, Lesbian, or Whatever
(GLOW) House, or the remaining Colman Loft, even though the
group applied for neither of these
spaces.
By the end of the 72-hour
appeal period, a total of five
appeals had been made. “We’ve
never had an appeals mechanism
before,” said sophomore and Chair
of Residence Life Committee Dan
Thomas-Commins. In previous
years, applicant groups brought
concerns to General Council.
According to Thomas-Commins,
many of these concerns were
related to dissatisfaction with the
board’s decision, not bias or discrimination.
Appeals were supposed to be
evaluated by junior and Lawrence
University Community Council
(LUCC) President Max Loebl.
Because Loebl was on the housing roster of a group that made
an appeal, he was unable to make
the decision as to which appeals
would be brought to General
Council.
Junior and LUCC Vice
President Jo-Hanna Rifai was on
the housing roster for Anchor Loft
and was also unable to assume
this responsibility. As a result, the

Residence Life Committee decided
by majority vote that only Anchor
Loft’s appeal had significant
enough evidence to be brought to
General Council.
It was freshman Anna Pell,
the Residence Life Manager (RLM)
of Anchor Loft, who wrote the
appeal in which she claims she
felt immediately rejected by the
Group Living Selection Board during the interview portion of the
application process. She claimed
that several questions pertained
to her group’s collective identity
as Delta Gammas—some of which
questioned the values of the Delta
Gamma sorority, insinuating that
these values were unrelatable and
exclusive.
“Friendship and the empowerment of women are not exclusive nor specific to Delta Gamma,”
wrote Pell. “I didn’t understand
why I had to reiterate this so many
times during the interview in
addition to the explanation.”
In fact, when reviewing the
notes taken during the selection
board meeting, the Residence Life
Committee found that one of the
board members gave Anchor Loft
a score of zero for every section of
the rubric. This, as well as input
from members of the Residence
Life Committee who served on the
board, was the basis of the decision to reconsider Anchor Loft for
group living due to unfair bias.
When the decision to reconsider Anchor Loft was made at
an Executive Council meeting
on May 9, Executive Council and
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Group Housing
continued from page 1

Residence Life Committee were
unaware that the minutes from
the Group Living Selection Board
meeting incorrectly stated that
Mary’s Loft, which Anchor Loft
originally applied for, was still
open. It was later discovered that
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia had been
assigned this space. In order to
remedy this situation, Anchor
Loft was offered the choice of two
other spaces.
Both of the spaces offered to
Anchor Loft had a greater number
of beds than Mary’s Loft, the space
the group originally applied for. As
a result, the group had to recruit
additional residents by Monday,
May 16, or the offer would expired.
Even though Anchor Loft was able
to make these arrangements in
time to accept Elihu’s Loft, Pell
and Rifai still had concerns about
the ways in which bias affected
the outcome of their group living
assignment.
On May 16, Pell and Rifai
brought their concerns to
General Council. Rifai expressed
that despite the appeal process,
her group was not offered a fair
chance at getting the space they
wanted. “If I hadn’t been part of
LUCC, I wouldn’t have known half
of what was going on and we
probably wouldn’t have ended
up with the loft,” said Rifai when
addressing General Council.

Greek Week

continued from page 1
movie “Finding Nemo” was selected as a means of providing stress
relief from the studying and overall anxiety of seventh week and
facilitating a more relaxed setting
for students to interact with all
members of the Greek community.
On Saturday, Beta Theta
Pi hosted their event, “Pancake
Breakfast,” in their house’s basement. The money raised was
donated to the Boys & Girls Clubs
of the Fox Valley. Later that day,
Delta Tau Delta hosted “Delt
Carnival,” where they featured a
bouncy castle and held a fundraiser for their philanthropy. Sigma
Alpha Iota and Sinfonia’s event,
“Music Trivia,” held on Sunday,
featured different teams working
together to answer trivia questions on a variety of music genres.
Junior and Vice President
of External Recruitment of the
Lawrence University Panhellenic
Council Rachel Gregory said, “It
was so encouraging to see the

Several class representatives expressed concerns about
the appeals that were not brought
forward.
Sophomore
Class
Representative Harrison Barber
said, “As we move forward, we
need to make sure no one has
that ability, that if General Council
requests something relating to
a decision like this, it must be
brought forward.”
Others were upset that the
group living selection process was
being wrapped up so close to general housing selection. In regard
to the Group Living Selection
Board’s proposed assignments,
Junior Class Representative Adam
McDonald pointed out that “it
seems like we—as a body—have
been given absolutely no time to
make a decision.” Had General
Council rejected the decisions of
the Group Living Board, housing selection would have been
delayed, something no representative wants to be responsible for.
The group living slate proposed by the Group Living
Selection Board was approved by
General Council on Monday, May
16, with Anchor Loft awarded
Elihu’s Loft and GLOW House’s
current location, 128 N. Union St.,
left unassigned. “The rooms in
128 N. Union St. will be selected
for during doubles selection.” said
Thomas-Commins. “However, I
believe Res Life has to formally
authorize that decision.”
other teams cheering for each
other. Despite the competitive
games, this week really does foster a sense of community within
Panhel, and not just within Panhel,
but also for all groups on campus
to participate.”
Schuyler Thornton ’14, who
was visiting campus during the
week, said, “It was enjoyable to
see how Greek life has grown to
be more inclusive to other organizations—Lambda Sigma and
Mortar Board are now included,
and is making Greek life more
accessible.” She also added that
“Greek Week is important because
it gives an opportunity for members of Greek organizations to
interact with members outside of
their own groups and other members of the campus to get to know
Greek life better and perhaps put
it in a better light.”

Diversity Center Cultural Dinners
DIVERSITY

The Diversity Center is a space for students to explore their cultural heritages and identities.
Photo by Luke Payne

Over the past few months,
Program Coordinator of the
Diversity Center Corey Torres and
his team have introduced a new
initiative as a means of raising
awareness about campus issues,
such as, but not limited to, identity
development, diversity and socioeconomic background. To achieve

this endeavor, the Diversity
Center invites students from various groups and organizations on
campus to participate in “Cultural
Dinners,” where they dine while
also engaging in fruitful discussion about the previously-mentioned areas. Incredibly engaging, highly informative and invit-

ing—the diversity dinners have
facilitated a profound platform for
civil discussion amongst students
of different backgrounds. More
information and relevant interviews will be published in next
week’s issue of The Lawrentian.

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZYBREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!
OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.

Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111

www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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NEWS

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

PAKISTAN:
In an effort to reduce
deforestation, which enhances the dangers of the rainy
season by making mudslides more destructive, the
Pakistani government in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province
in northwestern Pakistan has
begun a project called the “billion tree tsunami” to replant a
huge number of trees. The government has committed $150
million to this project so far.

INDIA:
Regulators have capped the
prices of 54 drugs in India. Drugs
for diseases such as cancer and
diabetes are now up to 55 percent
cheaper for Indians.

ICELAND:
Iceland’s anti-establishment
Pirate Party has earned an allocation of 35 percent of the 1.6
million pounds Iceland sets aside
for political campaigns. The party,
which supports a 35-hour workweek and the decriminalization of
all recreational drugs, has topped
eight out of the last 10 national
polls.

INDONESIA:
The Indonesian government
has recently passed laws mandating that convicted pedophiles and
child rapists be chemically castrated. Additionally, child rapists
will be implanted with microchips
so they can be monitored.

VENEZUELA:
The Venezuelan government has begun seizing factories that have shut down due
to the ongoing economic crisis.
The owners of said factories
are now being imprisoned. The
Venezuelan government has
recently struggled to keep basic
food and supply prices down,
and its economy is currently
shrinking more than five percent per year.

VARIETY
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“Respect Yourself”

Madeira Seaman
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

Because I was born in the
late ‘90s, I knew Bruce Willis as an
action star. The first film I recall seeing him in was “Twelve Monkeys”
and since then, I’ve only known him
as the action hero star that we’re all
familiar with. It took me a number of years to go through Willis’
popular filmography. I watched “Die
Hard” for the first time a few years
ago and “The Fifth Element” just
earlier this year. But I still felt like I
had a good idea of the kind of actor
he was based on “Pulp Fiction” and
“Armageddon”—which I’m not sure
if I’ve actually seen or just know the
storyline.
Little did I know, Bruce Willis
tried his hand in the music world in
the late ‘80s. So imagine my surprise
when I find out that when Willis
covered The Staple Singers’ “Respect
Yourself ” in 1987, he made it to
number five on the Billboard Hot

100. It was also listed as number
468 on Rolling Stone’s “500 Greatest
Songs of All Time.” The song was
even inducted into the Grammy Hall
of Fame!
Now, I am not unfamiliar with
‘80s music—it’s not a musical world
I would say I know too much about,
but I can get down to The Talking
Heads or Oingo Boingo every now
and then. I didn’t expect myself to
get down to Willis’ one-hit wonder
the way that I did. This may be
because I am prone to bad dancing
when I’m alone, or because it’s pretty
dang catchy.
The music video was pretty
great as well. It begins with a little
scene showing Willis tending bar
and eventually turns into a huge
dance scene with him blasting tunes
on his harmonica. The little scenes
that had Willis acting were familiar,
but the singing and dancing seemed
so foreign to me. That was Bruce
Willis’ voice. And that hair line is
unmistakable. It was just strange.

Bruce Willis. Singing.
The best part, though, was that
Willis had a stage name! He went by
the name Bruno Radolini. Seriously.
And you can tell that he was into
this name because of the album
name “Return of Bruno” and the
cartoon—yes, cartoon—“Bruno the
Kid.” Starring a little blonde kid and,

Uncaged

See page 7

…is a serial comic created as a collaboration between the Creative Writing Club and the ilLUstrator Comics Club. This week’s installment was written by members of the Creative Writing
Club and drawn by Lexi Ames.

…And All That Jazz
“10 Tips for Studying
Abroad in Europe”

Leigh Kronsnoble
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

1. Pack lightly. Remember, you
are what you wear. Essential pieces
include one giant sun hat, several
Hawaiian-print button-ups, white
tube socks and an excessively large
street map of your choice.
2. Be patient with the internet
connection. It may say free Wi-Fi,
it may allegedly connect to said free
Wi-Fi after providing your name,
date of birth, social security number
and the name of your favorite online
retailer, but don’t get your hopes up.
It still doesn’t work.
3. Store hours aren’t what
you’re used to. When select pharmacies advertise in bold, capital letters
on their windows that they have the
good will to be open for 12 hours
in a row, thank your lucky stars.
You would be nothing if not for this
rare generosity. Note: Sundays not
included.
4. Try new foods. Keep in mind
that the quantity of bread you’ll eat
over the semester is directly correlated to the strength of your desire
to stay forever.
5. Watch out for history! Rather
than running into figurative walls
like, for instance, writer’s block, keep
your eyes peeled for literal city walls,
paying special attention to centuries-old fortresses and castles that

you may stumble upon.
6. Have a friend from home
keep you updated on new things
you’re missing out on. This prevents confusing problems such as
scrolling through your social media
and seeing words like “fam” and
“lit” appear. What are these words?
Where did they come from? How
much has changed? Ask a friend to
use them in a sentence for you.
7. Fake it ‘til you make it.
Unable to either pronounce or
understand a single word or name in
an art museum? No problem. What
else is Google Translate for?
8. Keep a diary. Don’t be afraid
to talk about your experiences, both
the good and the bad. Go ahead,
admit that you’re actually a little
hazy on some of the “unforgettable
moments.”
9. Don’t begin every sentence
with, “This one time in [France]…”
Others may well find that excessive
and pandering. Instead, say it at the
end of the sentence for a surprising
twist.
10. Create a photo album on
Facebook to share your experiences
with family and friends. Don’t forget
a cliché title, preferably in the local
language of the country you’re in.
Don’t worry about what pictures you
include, no one looks past the first
ten anyway.
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Vikings of the Week
STANDINGS

Athlete of the Week

Freshman Sportlight

Cam Davies—Track

Nolan Spencer—Baseball

by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

by Arianna Cohen

MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Lawrence
Cornell
St. Norbert
Carroll
Knox
Illinois
Ripon

MWC
9-0
8-1
7-2
6-3
4-5
4-5
4-5
2-7
1-8
0-9

OVR
30-6
16-8
10-10
12-10
13-11
7-8
7-12
2-20
2-17
1-18

BASEBALL
North
MWC
10-6
10-6
9-7
6-10
5-11
South
Grinnell
14-2
Cornell
12-4
Monmouth
7-9
Knox
5-11
Illinois
2-14
TEAM
Beloit
St. Norbert
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence

OVR
27-12
20-17
11-24
17-19
11-25
30-8
22-16
18-17
12-22
15-21

SOFTBALL
TEAM
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Carroll
Cornell
Illinois
Lawrence
Grinnell
Beloit
St. Norbert
Ripon
Knox

MWC
18-2
16-4
14-6
13-7
13-7
11-8-1
7-12
6-13
5-15
4-15-1
1-19

OVR
30-14
28-12
24-15
20-16
21-17
18-14-2
16-19
10-26
6-30
4-31-1
1-33

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
May 18, 2016

By the
Numbers

0
Number of varsity
sports still in season.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

This week I sat down with senior Cam Davies of the Men’s
Track and Field team. One of the team’s best runners and a
favorite going into the Midwest Conference Championships this
past weekend, Davies battled through a frustrating steeplechase
race only to find he had been disqualified after finishing. He also
placed sixth in the 1500 meters, and was on the 10th place 4 x
400-meter relay team.
Gabe Chapman: On a scale from one to 10, how would you rate
your senior season thus far?

Cam Davies: Probably a two, but not because I feel particularly
bad about this season. Actually, it’s quite the opposite. It’s been
a great season. I feel as though I have definitely rebounded
from a pretty disappointing junior year. But I’ve literally gotten
second place in every race that I’ve run this year, so it seems
like some sort of sign.
GC: What have you been doing to keep yourself in contention in
your races, and how will you try to continue the trend through
the rest of the season?

CD: I’ve been visualizing my races a lot this year. It’s easy
because I’ve been running for about a decade now so there
really aren’t any more surprises. In the future I’ve got to make
sure that when I visualize races, I don’t forget to visualize
myself actually winning the race. Sometimes self-consciousness gets the best of you and you end up getting second place
in every race. Or maybe that’s just superstition. I don’t know.
Maybe I should visualize a better answer to this question.
GC: What’s been the biggest challenge for you this season?

CD: The biggest challenge this season has been trying to stay
focused. It’s really difficult to be a senior and not care about
anything but still have to care about running. Not caring is fun
and running is hard. But I know many seniors have done it
before me and many will do it after me, so hopefully I can use
their example and push through this intense hardship.
GC: After four years, do you have a favorite meet?

CD: I definitely like to go to the home meet the most. It sounds
boring, but I think it’s really fun. We practice on that track all
season long so when we get to race on it everyone feels comfortable. It’s also a ton of fun to actually host a meet and show
off all the hard work we put into making the track look pretty
and cleaning up all the copious amount of goose poop. Plus it’s
fun because all of our friends get the chance to come out to see
us run. Just kidding. Runners don’t have friends. We’re only
friends with each other.
GC: I know you did not run the race you wanted to in the
steeplechase at conference, but what did you take away from
that experience of having to fight back into the race?
CD: There’s not a whole lot to be said about my steeplechase.

See page 5

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week I sat down with freshman and baseball standout
Nolan Spencer. Spencer is the first freshman to lead the team in
hitting and at bat .400 since 1990. Spencer also hit a team-high
.413 on the season. This week, he was selected for the All-Midwest
Conference Team in a vote of league coaches. Spencer has set his
goals high for what is to come his next three years at Lawrence.
Arianna Cohen: Where are you from? What made Lawrence stand
out to you compared to other schools you might have been looking at?
Nolan Spencer: I’m from Elmhurst, Ill. For me it was the academics mostly. I was looking at a few other schools, like small D-III
schools for baseball. I felt like I fit in most at Lawrence.

AC: How did you first get into baseball? What did you like most
about it?
NS: Probably my dad. He coached me for about 10 years as a kid
growing up. Baseball is a very team-centered sport. One individual
can’t change the outcome of a game; it takes the team as a whole.
Having good team chemistry is huge.
AC: What were your initial thoughts on being named to the
Midwest Conference All-North Division Team as a freshman?

NS: I was happy. I was kind of shocked at first to be honest. For
the most part, as a team, we were the sixth-best batting average
in Lawrence history. Everyone had a really good year. [Freshman]
Andrew Lauber, [sophomore] Travis Weber, [sophomore] Matt
Holiday and [sophomore] Zach Rabideau all batted above .300 so
to be chosen out of this group was really cool.

AC: According to the Lawrence baseball homepage, you started
every game with the exception of five due to injury. Can you
describe this injury a little bit?
NS: It was down in Florida. I was stealing second base and I felt a
pull in my leg. At first I thought I got hit by a ball, then it turned
out I had taken a step after the play and hit the ground. I realized
it wasn’t good and it hurt. It ended up being a hamstring injury on
my right leg and I really didn’t miss that many games; I am happy
for that.
AC: How have your teammates helped you with your first year as
a collegiate athlete?

NS: They really supported me. I play with a lot of emotion, and in
baseball I’m not really supposed to show that emotion. [Junior]
Brandon Klar, [sophomore] Travis Weber and [sophomore] Kyle
Deux—the captains for next year—they did a really good job of
containing me and making sure I stay focused on what I have to do.
AC: Do you have any pregame rituals?

NS: I do a handshake with [manager] Bryttany Dove and I chew
gum going to the first at bat. If I get a hit I chew gum for the rest of
the game, and if I don’t get a hit at my first at bat I don’t chew gum
for the rest of the game.
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Baseball, softball conference honors Track conference meet
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last Thursday, the Midwest
Conference announced the 2016
All-Midwest Conference Baseball
Team. The All-Midwest Conference
Softball Team was announced the
following Saturday. For the baseball team, Lawrence University’s
own sophomore Matt Holliday
and freshman Nolan Spencer
were given spots in the All-North
Division. Holliday was recognized
for the first base and pitcher positions. Spencer was recognized at
short stop. On the softball team,
senior Tierney Duffy was given
the spot in the outfield on the second team. Individuals are selected
to be on the all-conference team in
a vote by the Midwest Conference
coaches.
This is the second consecutive year that Holliday was chosen
for the team. He is an infielder and
a pitcher, and suffered an injury
during the last nine games of the
season. Holliday hit .412 during
the entire season and hit .410
during conference play. For the
season, Holliday had a 4-1 record
with a 3.56 earned run average,
while in conference play, he had
a 2-0 record with a 3.38 earned
run average. Holliday scored two
homers and 17 runs in his 27
games.

Spencer started all but five
games at shortstop. The five
exceptions were due to an injury. This is the second consecutive season that a freshman from
Lawrence has received all-conference honors, the first one being
Holliday last year. Lawrence’s
baseball team is the only team
to have succeeded in doing so.
Spencer hit .413 on the season
and .379 in conference play. His
season hitting was a team-high
for Lawrence. Spencer scored
21 runs throughout the season.
During league, Spencer was noted
for his .962 fielding percentage at
shortstop.
Duffy hit .418 for the season,
ranking her second in the Midwest
Conference, while her conference
hitting was .377. In league play,
She posted a perfect 1.000 fielding
percentage and succeed 11 times
out of 12 on stolen bases during
the 20 conference games. Duffy
posted a .457 on-base percentage
and scored 27 runs. Duffy was also
selected for the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association All-Great
Lakes Region second team, along
with sophomore and shortstop
Meg Krautsch. This is the ninth
consecutive year that at least one
all-region selection has been from
Lawrence and the nineteenth time
in the last twenty years.
Krautsch hit .405 for the sea-

son, a career-high for her, and
scored 30 runs. Krautsch missed
the final ten games of the season due to an injury. She had a
.980 fielding percentage during
the season. During her 24 games,
Krautsch had at least one hit in 17.
Krautsch has a season-high of five
runs in the Vikings’ game against
Rockford University.
Holliday, Spencer, Duffy and
Krautsch represented Lawrence
University on the Midwest
Conference Baseball and Softball
teams, as well as the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association AllGreat Lakes Region team with outstanding performances throughout the season, despite ailments
that had impacted them individually. The baseball team finished
the season with a record of 11-25
for the season and fifth in the
North Division of the Midwest
conference, while the softball
team finished an overall record
of 18-14-2 and 11-8-1 in conference play.

beginning of his career providing
few doubts of his ability, as he
showed tremendous hand speed
and footwork. However, as he has
made his way into bigger fights he
has gotten reckless and opened
himself up to big shots. He suffered a few big knockouts that set
back his career. He found his way
back, but was not given the chance
by either Pacquiao or Mayweather
to show that he belonged at the
top of the sport. Canelo gave him
this chance by offering him a shot
at the middleweight title.
When the fight started, Amir
Khan showed his superior technical skill and speed to move
around Canelo while hitting him
with combinations. Although
Khan was hitting him with good
punches, Canelo barely seemed
to notice them. Through the first
five rounds, Khan was ahead but
Alvarez had landed a few thudding body shots and it seemed just
a matter of time before he caught
Khan with a really solid punch.
The moment came in the sixth

round. Canelo landed a crushing
right hook that sent Khan to the
canvas and the ref stopped the
fight without even counting Khan
out. With the knockout, Alvarez
now has two career-defining
knockouts plus a win against
future hall of famer Miguel Cotto.
At the end of the fight, Alvarez
and his team went to the ropes
waving at Gennady Golovkin,
who was sitting ringside, inviting
him into the ring. When asked in
the post-fight interview, Canelo
said “I fear no one in this sport.
I’ll fight him now. Let’s put the
gloves on and get in there with
him.” Golovkin also tweeted “I am
ready, Canelo.” After an era where
the biggest fight took years to
make and both fighters evaded
the subject, it is refreshing that
the biggest stars are accepting the
challenge and both seem eager to
fight. Hopefully the promoters do
not try to stretch this out—the
boxing world is ready for this fight
now.

Canelo KOs Khan; sets stage for mega-fight
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Canelo Alvarez walked into
the ring on May 7 as the biggest name in boxing in the post
Mayweather-Pacquiao era. The
Cinco de Mayo weekend has long
been the biggest stage for boxing,
with Mexican fans being such a
driving force in the boxing world.
Mexico has a strong history of
great fighters and Canelo walked
in looking to take another step to
solidify himself as a boxing icon of
this era. He was a heavy favorite
against his opponent, Amir Khan,
who was having his first fight as
a middleweight. A loss for Canelo
would have been a huge setback
for his career and would have
put the anticipated fight against
Gennady Golovkin on hold.
Amir Khan came in looking to
take the next step in his career to
superstardom. He came into boxing as a well-known prospect who
was seen as a fighter who could be
a champion for years to come. The

Athlete of the Week
continued from page 4

I acted like Chris Webber in the 1993 Championship
game and made one small mistake, but that was
enough to get me DQ’d and my whole race invalidated. It’s really hard for me to be proud of what I
did out there. I pushed through a great season only
to watch it slip through my fingers. I guess what
I learned is that sometimes you have to laugh at
yourself no matter how hard it is. It really sucks to
put every last ounce of energy into something only
to finish and be told none of it matters. I guess it’s
a pretty accurate analogy for life. Or maybe just the
liberal arts experience.
GC: Who were you most proud of at conference?

CD: If I may be honest for a moment, I was really
proud of the way our team handled a really lousy
meet. Although there were some good times and
performances, most people struggled a fair amount,
myself included. But we pushed through these adversities, as well as the crappy weather, to put our heart
and soul onto the track. It also made me really proud

to see how many people were planning on competing after the Conference Championships in the Last
Chance Meet at UW-LaCrosse. It’s really easy to get
through Conference, declare your season over, and
return to the daily sun tanning and binge drinking
that Spring Term provides. But it takes guts to give
it one more shot and I was really proud of everyone
who was willing to put off all that fun for one more
week in order to go for a PR.
GC: Do you have any plans to continue your involvement with track & field post-graduation?

CD: That’s a tough question to answer. Track has
been a part of my life for about 10 years now and I’m
not sure how I’m going to handle life without it. Part
of me really wants to keep participating and working my butt off while I’m still in my athletic prime.
Another part of me just wants to sit on the couch, eat
Cheetos and watch daytime television. Honestly, I’ll
probably continue running in some capacity for the
rest of my life. I would wager every collegiate runner
does. But I will always reserve the right to change
my mind whenever they introduce a new flavor of
Doritos.

Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_________________________

The Lawrence Track and Field
team reached the climax of its season last weekend at the Midwest
Conference Championships at
Cornell College in Mount Vernon,
Iowa. The men finished in ninth
place with 20 points, while the
women finished in 10th with six
points. Monmouth won the men’s
team title with 193 points and
the St. Norbert women took first
overall with 236 points.
Going into the meet, the
Vikings focused on overcoming the same challenges that had
haunted them all season. Due to
a smaller roster size this year,
the championship meet required
each team member to compete
at their absolute best. “We may
be a small team, but that doesn’t
mean we can’t be impactful,” says
senior Liz Landes. “We just need
to be confident that we know how
to execute.” The top finish for the
women’s team was senior Hayley
Cardinal in the 400-meter hurdles.
Her sixth-place finish with a time
of 1:11.23 earned valuable points
for the Vikings, whose next finisher was sophomore Janey Degnan.
Degnan vaulted for a height of 8
feet, 0.5 inches for eighth place in
the pole vault. The women round-

ed out their conference run with a
seventh-place finish in a 4 x 400meter relay consisting of Degnan,
Cardinal, and sophomores Erin
Schrobilgen and Amy Hutchings
for a time of 4:20.
On the men’s side, freshman
Josh Janusiak had a big secondplace finish in only his second 10K
of the season in a time of 33:03,
just 17 seconds behind the leader.
Freshman Ben Schaefer was right
behind him in seventh place with
33:54. Senior Cam Davies also
scored points for the team with
his seventh-place finish in the
1,500-meter in 4:08, and junior
Wes Hetcher contributed with his
seventh-place finish in the pole
vault with 12 feet, 5.5 inches.
Sophomore Ethan Gniot followed
by taking sixth in the 800-meter in
1:59. Finally Janusiak came back
with a seventh-place finish in the
5K in 15:56, finishing in the top
seven for the two longest races
in track.
With the regular season over
after conference, Viking runners,
jumpers and throwers had a final
opportunity to compete in a last
chance meet to try and reach new
personal records or qualify for
the Division III National Meet.
The Vikings competed in this last
Chance Meet at UW La-Crosse on
Thursday.

Hockey playoff update
Wesley Hetcher
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

The NHL season is well into
the most exciting period of any
league’s perennial cycle: the
playoffs. Thus far, the playoffs
have been eventful. The Detroit
Red Wings and Minnesota Wild
were the same old story: squeak
into the playoffs late, bow out
early. Alex Ovechkin and the
Washington Capitals failed again
to make the conference finals, losing this time to Sidney Crosby and
the Penguins in the second round.
The Los Angeles Kings and New
York Rangers each had uneventful
first-round series losses to teams
still competing.
St. Louis, having lost their
NFL team to Los Angeles, is rallying around their Blues, taking all
seven games in both early rounds
to make it to the conference
finals. The top-ranked team in the
Eastern Conference, the Florida
Panthers, were unable to continue
their regular-season success, and
lost first round to the New York
Islanders.
The Eastern Conference
matchup is the Pittsburgh
Penguins versus the Tampa Bay
Lightning, while the Western
Conference watches the St. Louis
Blues against the San Jose Sharks.
At the time of writing, both series
are tied 1-1.
The Lightning are fighting
injuries, headlined by one to their
starting goaltender, Ben Bishop.
The netminder went down with
a leg injury during Game 1 of
the conference finals, but there is
hope he will be back at some point
in the series. Their captain Steven
Stamkos has not appeared yet in
the playoffs, but looks to get back
soon from a blood clot surgery.
Pittsburgh has found success
across the ice, seeing 15 different players scoring. They have
had trouble with penalties lately,
though, and cannot seem to avoid
squabbles this postseason. It is

pivotal to them to remain disciplined and avoid cheap fouls that
put key players in the penalty box.
For both of the teams remaining in the Western Conference, it is
time to make history. The Sharks
have never made the Stanley
Cup Finals, and the Blues have
not been there since 1970. Two
power play goals helped solidify
a 4-0 victory Tuesday night for
the Sharks, and the series looks to
remain fast-paced.
I am predicting that the Blues
will again win in seven games,
while the Lightning will overcome
their injury deficits to advance
after six games. In the finals, having Bishop back will prove to be
the difference, and the Lightning
take it in five.
Outside of the NHL, the
World Championships are ongoing in Russia. Additionally, national teams are preparing for the
World Cup of Hockey in Toronto
this coming September, which is
being played for the first time
since 2004.

SAAC
EVENT
The Lawrence Student
Athlete Advisory
Committee (SAAC) is
giving awards to honor
outstanding members
of the athletic department. The ceremony
will be held at 7 p.m. on
Friday, May 20. The ceremony will be held in
the Esch-Hurvis Room
in the Warch Campus
Center.
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Former IRC President visits Lawrence
Anh Ta

Features Editor

_________________________________________________

Over the course of last week, May 8-18,
Stephen Edward Scarff Visiting Professor of
International Affairs, George Rupp, spent his
time at Lawrence giving a lecture, leading
classes in the government department and
enjoying the campus in general. The Scarff
Visiting Professorship was established in
1989 by the Scarff family, designed to bring
civic leaders and scholars to Lawrence to
provide broad perspectives on important
issues in international affairs.
A former president of the International
Rescue Committee (IRC) from 20022013, former president of both Columbia
University and Rice University and a lifelong social activist, Professor Rupp shared
his vast experience with Lawrentians. Any
student who had the chance to talk to him
saw his enthusiasm and genuine curiosity
in people and in improving communities.
Professor Rupp sat down with us last Friday,
May 13, to talk in detail about his work in the
crisis relief and humanitarian sectors.
How did you decide to take on the
job at IRC?
So I have been the president of two universities, and by that time, I was 59. I thought
I had one career left, and I had wanted for a
long time to do something in international
development. So once it was public that I
would be leaving [Rice University], I thought
that I could start to explore the ways in which
I could be involved. So I was interested in it,
and also I’ve been a social activist ever since
I was in high school, very much involved in
the civil rights movement of this country, and
then the anti-Vietnam War movement. I love
to participate in those social movement[s].
In graduate school, I spent a year in Sri
Lanka, which used to be Ceylan. The image of
that developing country was really vivid and
I found it [a] very attractive place to be. And
then thirdly, one of our daughters—both of
them are anthropologists—but one of them
is an Africa specialist and she has lived in
Africa altogether for about four years. But for
two of those years, she lived in a village of 50
families in southeastern Cameroon in a mud
and stick house and we visited her there. I
found the work that she was doing there and
the way in which she could learn from those
communities to be extremely attractive. So I
would say those are the three reasons why
I felt like I wanted to do something in international development. And then I proceed to
figure out how to get a position in such an
organization.
How has your experience there
been?
I have cherished all of the positions that
I have the privilege to undertake, including
the ones at the universities. But I have to say
the one that is most satisfying out of all of
them is the IRC. It’s the one that I was able to
work around the world with colleagues who
were based in the countries that they were
working in. It is one thing to visit a country
and it is another to go to one where there are

Professor George Rupp was delighted to visit campus and share his experience.
Photo by Anh Ta

hundreds of colleagues who are from that
country and excited about the work they are
doing. As an outsider and a fellow member
of the same organization, it was just great to
see what their work is. It was exhilarating.
And I used to tell people that as a university
president, I would visit centers of high culture around the world and visit prosperous
alumni and ask them for money, and now I
have the chance to visit all the other places
in the world.
Can you tell us a memorable experience during your time at the IRC?
When the tsunami hit Aceh, Indonesia,
the IRC was very quick to respond, partly
because we were already present in Aceh
because of another conflict that was going
on between the Acehnese movements to
separate from the Indonesian government.
We could very quickly scale up our operation. I went to Aceh about a week after the
tsunami hit. I was already in Europe for
something else, so I just kept going. Just as
for most of the work at the IRC, we get to
the most difficult and remote areas, and in
this case, the only way to get there was by
helicopter. I flew in by helicopter to Selang,
a fishing village [in Aceh] we were helping
to rebuild after the tsunami […] I saw a man
in white robe running toward the helicopter.
As I get out through the door, he came up to
me and said ‘Mr. George! Mr. George! I bet
you’d never have thought you would see me
here!’ and it was Akbar Jan, one of our colleagues in Afghanistan of over 20 years, a
water engineer. I have met him several times
in Afghanistan, and he was a part of our

emergency response team. We are always
able to get to the crisis zones in the first 72
hours. Akbar Jan had never been outside of
Afghanistan, and came to Aceh with the team.
He wanted to show me what he was working
on, and it’d just been a few days after the
tsunami hit. He took me up a hill where he
had already constructed a gravity-driven
water system that led to a pump where a lot
of people gathering around and getting fresh
water that came from the springs up on the
mountain flowing down to where the village
was. He was so proud of what he had already
accomplished. Now that is an example of
what we called building global capacity. In
this case [Jan] was building at his home
country Afghanistan, but also has the capability to help people in Aceh. I have hundreds
of experience[s] like that.”
How has your academic background
in religion and divinity helped you in
your work with the IRC?
The IRC is decidedly a secular organization. It is the only one of the 11 agencies
that work with the Department of State
in resettling refugees in this country that
is not religiously affiliated. I was selected
as the president of the IRC not because of
my religious background, but despite of it.
Ever since I left Harvard Divinity School,
there I had to have some affiliations, at Rice
[University] and Columbia [University], it
was an oddity rather than something taken
for granted. But it doesn’t change the fact
that at all of those secular institutions, my
own core values have shaped the way I interacted with people and the priorities that I

What’s in your bag?

“I’ve basically become a spokeswoman for them,”
sophomore Naomi Oster said, holding a Diva Cup.

“I just carry it out of habit, I guess,” senior
Vahaken Mouradian said, holding swiss army knife.

set. And that is particularly true at the IRC.
I never expected that anyone had to share
my particular religious views, but there is no
question that the IRC was animated by idealistic people committed to their core values,
and in this case, helping people to get back
to their feet after a crisis. I share that commitments […] My religious views shaped me
and my values.”
What are some current projects that
you’ve been working on?
I’ve been teaching a course [since] last
semester, but I decided not to continue that
because I am busy with other matters. Right
now the one activity that is taking more time
is that I am the Chair of the International
Baccalaureate Organization. It is a very interesting and complicated organization, with
thousands of schools around the world with
its program […] I’m also on the foundation
boards of a couple of other organizations
and that takes some time as well. Amongst
those include the Luce Foundation that has
been a very generous supporter of Lawrence
University.”
How has your experience been at
Lawrence?
I found it to be a very wonderful experience. The students I’ve met are very engaged
in their studies and in larger issues. I’m
struck by how friendly everyone is. It’s very
nice. I think people are genuinely helpful,
open [and] welcoming. And the campus is
lovely.

Sadie Tenpas
Photo Editor

___________________________

“One of my best friends back home gave it to me.
I put it in my backpack and never took it out. Wow.
I’m the worst.” senior Alice Jamison said, holding an
owl shaped contact holder.
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Ormsby Zoo Days continues despite cold weather
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

_______________________________

On Saturday, May 14 from 1 to 4 p.m.,
Ormsby Hall and the Event Planning and
Organi-zation Committee (EPOC) hosted its
annual Zoo Days in celebration of spring.
Despite the cold, windy weather, student
volunteers from multiple student organizations as well as Ormsby Residence Life
Advisors (RLAs) set up and engaged students in creative and fun activities on the
Main Hall green. There was also live music,
fundraisers, inflatable bounce houses, a grill,
free treats and games. Many student organizations took this opportunity to promote
their groups’ missions and philanthropic
causes, whether by handing out freebies or
by fundraising.
People for Animal Welfare (PAW)
gave out free animal key chains. KidsGive

sold baked goods to raise funds for Sierra
Leone. Pan-Asian Organization (PAO) held
a Pokémon “Gotta Catch ‘em All” tournament with Poké badges for the winners. Phi
Kappa Tau hosted “Pie a Phi,” which is a
pie-throwing contest where members get a
pie to the face, as well as fundraised through
selling hot dogs and hamburgers.
Gay Lesbian or Whatever (GLOW) had a
color-your-own-flag station. Freshman and
president of GLOW Jasper Olsen explained,
“We are giving students the opportunity
for sharing and learning about their identities. It is not just gay and transgender, there
are other non-binary orientations. We are
getting our name out there to recruit new
members for next year.” Olsen admired the
enthusiasm people had to participate in the
activities.
GlobeMed hosted make-your-own
tie-dye for $5. Junior and co-president of
GlobeMed Clarissa Frayn explained that the
tie-dye fundraiser was similar to the plant

fundraiser for the sustainable garden in the
Community of Potters in Kaligi, Rwanda. “It
is fun to help people tie-dye,” said Frayn.
“There are some students making tie-dye for
their first time.”.
Junior and Ormsby RLA Rachel York
tabled the Ormsby Hall booth, which was
giving away free aluminum foil hats and
vintage t-shirts found in the closet. There
were five unique designs to choose from in
different colors. York also commented on the
talented musicians and voices at Zoo Days.
Freshman Jenn Nelson tabled forLawrence International, which was raising
money for Ecuador. She said her favorite
parts of the event were “the bouncing house
and the jousting tournament.”
Sophomore and member of Bomb
Squad Cheyenne Beckelman invited students
to dip their hands in a batch of cornstarch
fluid, a white substance which becomes a
liquid if you apply little pressure to it, and
a solid if you apply more pressure. It is also

easy to wash off with water. She said her
favorite part of the event was “enjoying the
live music and festivities.”
There was also free cotton candy, snow
cones and ice cream, which were still a
hit even in the chilly and cloudy weather.
Sophomore Jamil Fuller’s beautiful voice in
his performance with The Experience was
the highlight of the day for most of the volunteers running the booths. The volunteers
had the opportunity to support their respective organizations, while the participants
were able to enjoy the outdoors. The live
bands had a chance to show off their talent
throughout the event. Overall, Ormsby Zoo
Days was a fun event and a great way to
celebrate what students have accomplished
and wish to achieve as the end of the year
draws near.

was so hard. During one of those midterms I
had to leave the room and go cry because I
was so stressed.”
Math was out the window until Rech
discovered economics: “Econ[omics]
requires a lot of math, but it’s not super
complicated, and it’s grounded in things that
actually occur in the real world, which is
cool,” she said. “It’s definitely a challenging
major, but it’s really rewarding to work out
the problems.”
Rech originally decided on the english
minor because she enjoyed the content, but,
like a true liberal arts student, she saw
the connections between the two subjects.
“Doing the English minor helped me a lot
with econ[omics], because there’s a lot of
econ[omics] majors who are really smart
and can solve the problems, but can’t articulate them,” she said.
Overall, she feels that a liberal arts edu-

cation has prepared her for the challenges
she will meet with her new job. “If you go
to a liberal arts school, you might not have
a specialized skill right when you get out of
college, but you don’t really need that,” she
said, explaining that the first few months of
her job will be specialized training anyway.
“Besides, it’s stupid to get a specialized skill
from college and then not use it. If you’re
deciding a major when you’re 18, it’s really
rare you’re going to be doing that for your
career.”
Though Rech is excited about this new
phase, she said she will miss the community
at Lawrence most of all. “It’s really easy to
see your friends here—they’re in the café,
or sitting outside the info desk or on the
couches in Greenfire. It’s harder to make
those relationships in the real world because
you’re not in such close quarters,” she said.
However, there will be many Lawrentians in

the Minneapolis area to ease the transition.
“Do you know Will Fraser and Fez? I heard
they were featured in this section,” said
Rech. Fellow senior Zach Martin will even be
part of her group at Optum. “They like hiring
gingers,” she said.
For any undergraduates nervous
about knowing what they want to do after
Lawrence, Rech says to remember, “you’re
not committing yourself to doing anything
forever.”
In terms of whether or not she feels
Lawrence has truly prepared her for this
next step, Rech said, “I’ll let you know in a
few months.”

Senior Send-off: Mackenzie Rech
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer

__________________________________

With graduation quickly approaching,
our time with the class of 2016 is getting
short. This column will feature a different
senior each week for the rest of the year to
give us a better idea of what members of our
senior class are doing after Lawrence and
how they got to where they are today. This
week’s senior is Mackenzie Rech, who will
begin working as a senior business analyst
at Optum, a healthcare consulting company
in Minneapolis, in September.

“This is so weird, I feel like I’m always
interviewing other people,” Rech said as our
interview began. Until this term, Rech was
one of the news editors of The Lawrentian.
For the most part, Rech is looking forward to
leaving the interviews behind to start working full-time at Optum. “Once I’m done with
training, I’ll be assigned to different projects,
so I’ll work with a team for different clients,”
she said. “I hope I like my job, and I’m excited
about it, but I have no idea. I’ve never had a
full-time job. I don’t know what to expect.”
Uncertainty is nothing new for Rech,
as she has learned to expect and thrive
in it. “I didn’t declare my major until my
junior year,” she said. “I have more figured
out than I did three years ago, but there’s
still a lot of uncertainty. I think people who
know absolutely what they want to do are
wrong, or that will change over time. I think
there’s some statistic that people will change
careers at six points in their life.”
Rech credited Career Services and
patience as being two intrinsic tools in finding her first career point. “It’s definitely a
long process—from coming to Lawrence and
choosing a major, to figuring out what you
might want to do and to actually securing
a job after graduation,” she said. “Starting
early and just being patient and open-minded is important, and being willing to learn
about a lot of different things.”
The process began when Rech decided
on an economics major and English minor.
Rech said she had considered math for a
while, because she had always done well in
high school. “Then I took Calc[ulus] III and it

Respect Yourself

Photo by Hitkarsh Chanana

continued from page 3

wait for it, a CGI rendering of Willis himself.
The theme for Bruno the Kid could also be sung
by Willis—who knows? He had a secret career
singing blues and rock music!
Bruno isn’t a completely surprising character for Willis to play. He masculine, confident—Bruce Willis-y. It was just a surprise to
see him singing. Anyhow, I find Bruce Willis
charming—especially John McClane-era Bruce.
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Theatre Arts Department
presents “The Liar”
Wendell Leafstedt

Riverbug
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_____________________

After hearing their beautiful extended play (EP) many
times within a week, I was
extremely excited to hear
Riverbug play it straight down
live last Sunday, May 15 at 6
p.m. in front of Kaplan’s Café
at Lawrence University. There
will be a lot of overlap in this
meditation with my EP review
from last week, but I urge you
to read it as well, as I cover the
EP in more depth in my review.
This meditation will have a bit
more background and history
of the band than my reaction
to their music, but getting a
blend of hearing Riverbug’s EP,
talking with them about their
music and seeing them live is
a nice change from my past
meditations.
So much can be gleaned
from Riverbug’s music—both
studio and live—but it is a
whole different experience
hearing the music’s intent
and feeling from its creators
after being familiar with their
recordings prior to talking
with them. Such was my exact
experience with Riverbug, the
recording project led by Luke
Rivard ’15. As I listened to the
EP for probably the fifteenth
or so time last week, I became
eager to talk to Rivard and see
how the music would translate
live with the whole band.
Riverbug consists of
senior Ilan Blanck on guitar,
Meri Bobber on vocals, supersenior Tim Carrigg on keyboard, super-senior Joe Connor
on saxophone, senior Henry
Geraghty on vocals, junior
Jakob Heinemann on bass guitar, and Dan Reifsteck ’15 and
Rivard on drums and percussion. Live, they were joined by
Rivard’s friend, Haley Haupt,
instead of Bobber. Despite
having so many people in the
band, Riverbug is essentially
the brainchild and recording
project led by Rivard. He writes
nearly all of the music and lyrics, letting the other musicians
fill in the gaps organically.
As much as I loved the
show and EP, I also longed
to hear the earlier stages of
Riverbug. It started as a solo
project by Rivard with him
on guitar and vocals. Having
such a huge lineup with his
band last Sunday definitely had
a great impact on the feel of
the band, but at points it is
quite evident his music started
stripped-down and minimal in
style. With the help of Dean
of the Conservatory Brian
Pertl and Assistant Professor
of Music and Director of Jazz
Studies José Encarnación,
Rivard and Riverbug transformed over time—its next step
being a quartet with Carrigg,
Heinemann and Reifsteck and
then its current lineup when
Rivard decided he should have

Staff Writer

_________________________

someone else cover guitar and
vocals.
As the second half of the
eight-person group trickled in,
it became clear to the members
that Rivard had specific visions
and goals for the group but was
slightly shy to share them at
first. After having some selfrealizations and being pushed
by band members, Riverbug
opened up to its current form—
a vehicle for Rivard’s music and
a way for him to not only be a
drummer, but a composer and
leader as well.
The band has thrived
in this state, the seven other
members ardently willing to
play when Rivard directs them
but also allows their own voices to be heard in a natural way.
They all seem to have come to
terms with the fact that since
this is Rivard’s project, it may
dissipate or slowly morph into
something else. While I love
covering bands with members
that equally contribute and
stick together all the time, it
was beautiful to see a band
that collectively recognizes
its purpose and role with its
music and that the fact it is not
immortal and that it might be
very short-living.
Because of this unified
realization, Riverbug is able
to give their all until the current lineup changes—and they
have, with their live shows and
EP. Their show this past Sunday
night was and anticipated and
well-attended. Despite it being
chilly, the large audience stayed
throughout, a testament to
the love and community that
Riverbug strives to instill in
their listeners. After hearing
the EP so many times, I knew
almost exactly what to expect,
since the band only knows the
five songs from the EP—but
I loved it. I was able to see
the band’s contentedness and
hear their sound interact with
the open environment. Because
production plays such a huge
role in the EP, it was strange
not hearing Riverbug’s distinct, ethereal sound present
throughout the show, but being
outside was a treat within
itself, which is especially true
for a band that now resides
mainly in the studio. The way
they sounded outside and all
together was a unique experience—and one that will probably not occur again. With such
an emphasis on crafting their
music in the studio to create a
beautiful warmth, it was wonderful to hear the warmth they
could create live—the warmth
that has existed throughout the
band’s lifespan.
I typically write about
music that caters to smaller
audiences, but I strongly
believe that almost everyone
will enjoy Riverbug at least
a little. From their intricate,
heart-wrenching arrangements

See page 9

Last week, students and
teachers from the Lawrence
Department of Theatre Arts performed “The Liar” by David Ives,
a farcical play featuring a main
character who tells endless lies,
and his companion, who can only
tell the truth. The show ran four
times on three different days in
the Stansbury Theatre, the second-largest performance space on
campus.
“The Liar” was first performed in French as “Le Menteur”
in 1644. Pierre Corneille’s original
version was well-received then,
but has been largely unperformed
in recent years until David Ives
revamped it in 2010. Terming it
a “translaptation”—from “translation and adaptation”—he rewrote
the script in modern English with
a focus on self-aware humor.
The protagonist, Dorante,
was played by freshman Marco
Mazetta. He has been involved in
several productions this year and
played this role with the confidence it demanded. In an attempt
to seduce the lovely Lucrece,
played by senior Isabel Hemley,
he tells her of his heroism in the
war, his decadent parties and his
brunches with the Queen—all
falsehoods.
Hasty in his pursuit of love,
Dorante confuses Lucrece for her

friend Clarice, played by junior
Maddie Scanlan. However, Clarice
is secretly engaged to Dorante’s
old friend Alcippe, played by
junior Tony Harth. All along,
Dorante’s father Geronte, played
by senior Matt Johnson, is trying
to marry him to Clarice.
Dorante creates temporary
solutions to all of these misunderstandings in the form of elaborate and hilarious fictions, but his
friends catch up as they speak
to each other in private and the
many faces of Dorante become
known. Adding to the confusion
are the twins Isabelle and Sabine,
played by junior Lauren Abdul,
and Alcippe’s pacifist companion
Philiste, played by sophomore
Rory Coleman.
The characters frequently
directed asides toward the audience, jabbing at another onstage
character or hinting at what might
happen next. Before the show
began, viewers were treated to
an in-character introduction by
junior Zoey Lin as Cliton, butler
and sidekick to Dorante. The audience took a moment to adjust to
the surprising usage of iambic
pentameter, as most surely imagined Ives’ modern adaptation
would be much more casual or
simple.
The production had a unique
and strong visual style, involving
colorful and slightly mismatched
costumes and set pieces. The costumes of the two central female

characters, Clarice and Lucrece,
consisted of frilly pink dresses,
headdresses made of flowers and
pink tennis shoes. Dorante, the
protagonist, wore lime green formal wear with a frilly hat. Cliton
wore an electric blue wig. Colors
played a large role in the visual
identities of each character.
Dorante’s line from early in
Act I—“You may have read my
name in the gazette. I caused, if
not some buzz, then a buzzette”—
exemplifies the type of wordplay
delivered throughout the twohour show. The audience laughed
often as the jokes flew by in poetic
verse, and the rhythmic pentameter came to feel more natural as
the show progressed. The rapid
pace of delivery was augmented
with frequent set changes.
“The Liar,” despite its comedic tone, is quite cynical about the
workings of the world. Its characters prefer to fantasize about
the way things could be or might
have been rather than actively
solving their problems. Dorante
asserts “The unimagined life’s not
worth living,” so the play begs
the question, “Why not invent a
false one?” At the end of the play,
the many characters all reconcile
and live happily ever after. While
such a conclusion seemed vaguely
unsatisfying, it left the audience
members to come to their own
conclusions.

the stage lighting was dimmed.
Turner was seated at the front of
the audience as well. One member
of the group hummed a single
note, and over the course of about
five minutes, others joined, adding other notes and syllables. This
strange beginning had a lasting
ethereal effect that, in a way, suspended time for the listeners.
Turner continued the program by holding up brightly colored cards, each signifying which
exercise the group would take on
next. The ensemble took on different formations, from parallel
lines to a semicircle to lying on
the floor. After the opening exer-

cise, the group took a turn from
conventional singing sounds to
effects made with their mouths.
These effects ranged from pops
and screams to whistling.
The impression this program
left was somewhat strange, but
listening to music that questions
conventions is a critical part of
being a well-rounded musician.
This program did what Lawrence
University aims to do as a whole—
it confronted preconceptions and
encouraged open minds. If listeners of this program were able to
abandon the notion of normalcy,
they were sure to learn and be
challenged by its content.

IGLU improvises with vocals
Margaret Norby
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Wednesday, May 11
at 8 p.m., members of the
Improvisation Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) gathered in
Harper Hall to perform a program
of vocal improvisation. This performance was a divergence from
the usual instrumental improvisation they take on. Lecturer
of Music Matt Turner leads the
group, which is comprised of
more than 30 Lawrence students.
The program began unusually, as the members of IGLU
were seated in the audience and
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

SOFIE YANG

Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

For senior Sofie Yang,
violin has been an integrative
part of her life. Growing up in
Milwaukee, Yang was first introduced to violin through an
“instrument petting zoo” hosted
by the Milwaukee Symphony
Orchestra (MSO). Since first trying the instrument, Sofie noted,
“I wanted to learn how to play!
I started [violin] the summer
before first grade, so it’s been
almost 16 years.” Throughout
elementary, middle and high
school, Yang became an involved
member of the Milwaukee Youth
Symphony Orchestra where she
played in small ensembles and
string quartets. Also a member in
her high school orchestra, Yang
volunteered and gave performances in her community.
Despite growing up and
having violin and music be a central part of her childhood and
high school experience, Yang
confessed, “Most people might
not know this, but I didn’t plan
on pursuing music in college.
Lawrence was attractive to me
for the double-degree program,
which I started out in because I
could keep taking lessons with

[Associate Professor of Violin]
Samantha George while focusing
on the study of other subjects.”
She commented that the musical
environment in the Conservatory
is very unique—“open and collaborative”—and though students are challenged, Yang stated
the Conservatory is “encouraging yet demanding, [and] flexible
enough to be tailored to each
individual’s needs and goals.” In
the past three years, Yang said
that she has fallen in love with
music and playing with others,
as well as having meaningful
and impactful relationships and
experiences through the different courses, lessons, coachings
and meetings at Lawrence. “The
dedication and passion is boundless! I only wish there was time
to work with even more,” she
remarked.
Besides lessons and being
part of the violin studio, Yang has
taken advantage of Lawrence’s
many musical groups and ensembles on campus. Yang has sat as
concertmaster for the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra (LSO) and
recently shared first place at the
2015-16 Annual LSO Concerto
Competition. In addition, her
string quartet, Quartet Masque,
has been featured on Wisconsin
Public Radio and Kaleidoscope

concetts in Appleton and Chicago
as well as convocation. Her
involvement in not only LSO, but
in Fiddle Club and the African
drumming ensemble, Kinkaviwo,
have helped her developas a
musician and see different paths
for growth. Yang stated, “Even
though chamber groups can be
the most difficult since they’re
independently run, my favorite
and most memorable experiences are from being involved
in other incredible collaborations of small mixed ensembles
for special concerts and student
recitals.” Yang noted other “nontraditional” yet exciting activities
and groups that she has been
part of, some of which included
experimental didgeridoo-ing,
being a member of Greenfire
and living in Greenfire house,
participating in hurdle and pole
vault for the track and field team,
working with children at the
Boys & Girls Clubs of the Fox
Valley and, as Yang also noted,
“head-bang[ing] away in a heavy
metal ensemble.” Looking back
at her time at Lawrence, she said
she feels a lot of nostalgia with
just a couple weeks left before
graduation.
Thinking about life after
Lawrence, Yang stated, “Deciding
the next stage of life is a crazy

Photo courtesy of Sofie Yang

time!” As for now, Yang is excited about moving to Chicago
where she will be studying with
Associate Professor of Violin and
Strings Coordinator Janet Sung
for a masters in music at DePaul
University. Looking ahead to the
future, Yang commented, “I look
forward to maintaining old con-

nections and creating new ones,
to keep reaching for a higher
level of playing, and finding
love, truth, virtue and beauty in
music.”
Sofie Yang will be holding
her senior recital on Sunday, May
22 at 3 p.m. in Harper Hall.

Album Review
Radiohead’s
“A Moon Shaped Pool”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

It has been five years since
Radiohead last released an
album—2011’s “The King of
Limbs”—and during that time,
fans have been restless. It was
rumored that a new release
would be soon, and after a few
days of incredibly planned and
intriguing publicity, “A Moon
Shaped Pool” was here.
The album—their ninth—
displays a more intimate and
mellow side of the band. Despite
this fact, there are certainly beautifully done builds and swells to
moments of controlled chaos. “A
Moon Shaped Pool” also has a

Meditations

continued from page 8
to their relatable lyrics, it is nearly
impossible to not be able to connect to Riverbug and their music.
You can hear the first track of
Riverbug’s EP, “Live Between,” at
http://riverbugmusic.bandcamp.
com/releases. A digital release of
the whole EP will be available on
their Bandcamp page on June 1.

somewhat timeless feel to it, partially due to the age of some of
the songs. While the entire album
contains all new releases, several
of the songs have been played
live previously and reworked for
the album—including the final
track, “True Love Waits,” which
debuted in 1995. Prior to the
album’s release, fans have longawaited official releases of these
songs, but it was not until “A
Moon Shaped Pool” that the band
felt the recordings met personal
expectations.
The aspect that made me
keep coming back to the album
many times was just how good
it sounds. Bizarrely enough,
I have not written a lot about
this aspect of music recently.

Sometimes it can be easy to say
“the music sounds good” or “the
music makes me feel good” and
leave it that, hence the reason I
like to delve into why it makes
the listener feel good—or other
emotions—and focus on the
power the music can have on the
listener. But when I finished this
album, I knew I had to mainly
share how good it sounds, specifically its production.
There is never a dull
moment in “A Moon Shaped
Pool.” By use of warm, ethereal
synths, orchestral and choral
arrangements by guitarist Jonny
Greenwood and heavy use of
the studio as an instrument, the
album kept me highly engaged—
more so than I typically am with

longer albums during their first
listen. Some parts are disorienting and beautiful—lyrical electronics panning through my ears,
sung sighs harmonized with
sweeps from strings. Other parts
groove hard and build in intensity gradually, the full sound of
the chorus in contrast with the
laidback beat only to simmer to
a different groove. Regardless of
what is going on, each sound
can be heard clearly—no matter
how big or how little—and correspondingly adds to the overall
essence of the album.
“A Moon Shaped Pool,” with
all of its surprises and heartwrenching lyrics and arrangements, definitely fulfilled my
desire and expectations for a

Find us
/Lawrentian
online!
www.lawrentian.com

new Radiohead album. I had no
doubt their music would fare
well no matter what they decided
to release, but I am overly happy
to have an album that gives me
chills at many points and can just
as easily cause me to smile over
how incredible it sounds—even
when listening in my room by
myself.
Favorite Tracks: “Burn the
Witch,” “Daydreaming,” “Decks
Dark,” “Ful Stop,” “Identikit” and
“The Numbers.” Those are my
favorites, but I highly suggest listening to the whole album in
order in one sitting.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Group Housing and Campus Culture
On May 5, group living houses were selected for the 2016-17 school year using the
new group living legislation. The decisions made were found by many to be slightly
disappointing because a lack of turnaround seen in the houses, and therefore a lack of
change in campus culture.One cause of this was a lack of advertising on the part of the
Residence Life Committee. Many students were unaware that they and their friends
could just think of a theme, write a mission statement and apply for a house. The only
two new additions to campus next year will be Cultural Food Club and Anchor Loft.
Details surrounding Anchor Loft and its final approval can be found on page 1 of
this issue of The Lawrentian. Much of the criticism of the rubric used by the selection
committee came about because of Anchor Loft’s application and the decisions related
to it. One reason why the application was originally denied was because members
of the selection committee felt the group seemed exclusive and lacked diversity.
However, the rubric itself does not include diversity as a requirement for house
applications. It is also hard to justify the original denial of Anchor Loft because we
currently have four fraternity houses on campus—which are exclusive by definition
—and are often not very diverse.
Swing Dance House will continue to be on the quad. Some feel that Swing House
does not contribute positively to quad culture, that they do not open their doors often
enough and that they also are exclusive. However, others believe that Swing House is
a longstanding and unique organization at Lawrence and that it maintains a valuable
and important space as the only substance-free house on the quad. However, if they
are not opening their doors, most students do not have access to this substance-free
space.
The majority of Swing House’s events, including weekly swing dances and
“Dancing With the Profs,” do not even take place in the house: they are hosted in
Warch, calling into question Swing Dance Club’s need for a house. Swing House is also
known for is being an “email list house.” When housing reapplication comes around
every year, Swing Dance Club will put any club member in the house to meet the minimum number of people needed, even if the involvement of the person is limited only
to them being on the email list. It is possible that a house made up of members more
dedicated to the club would be more likely to open its doors, as the house could be
integral to fulfilling and spreading awareness of the organization’s mission, and not
simply serve as a place for its members to live. This sort of change could have a positive effect on campus, but we will have to wait to see whether or not that is the case.
One thing that will definitely affect the climate, however, is the space that will be
left by GLOW House. GLOW did not reapply for a house this year, leaving the LGBTQ+
community with no safe space outside of the Diversity Center. The house that is currently GLOW will be up for general lottery. Sinfonia and Greenfire will also not be in
their current houses, but will both be in Colman Lofts. This dramatically cuts down
on the potential venues and spaces for campus bands to practice and perform, which
will stifle the campus’ music scene outside of the Conservatory.
Overall the new housing slate for the 2016-17 year will only be interesting on the
Colman side of campus. Unfortunately, the Quad will not be seeing much change the
next year. One part of the new group living legislation is that all compacts are either
one or two years long. The intent of this is to allow for and encourage more housing
turnover, but it is evident that it will take another couple years for students to change
the campus’ culture—or at least its group housing.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

Graduation Season
Cassie Gitkin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

It is now mid-May, which
means college students around
the country are out of school and
ready to start their summers.
Except at Lawrence, that is. In
order to finish out our third trimester, Lawrence students are in
session up to a month after our
state school counterparts come
home for the summer.
Freshman Allie Horton sums
up all of our gloomy feelings about
the coming weeks: “It sucks seeing
pictures of all your friends back
at home and feeling like you’re

missing a full month of memories
with them.” For upperclassmen
and underclassmen alike, June
can seem unbearably far off. So
while our Facebook newsfeeds are
flooding with pictures of graduation caps and swimsuits, here are
a few reasons to appreciate the
final few weeks at Lawrence.
First is the obvious six-week
winter break that might have even
been the deciding factor for a few
of us to come to Lawrence. Just a
few short months ago we were all
gloating as our friends returned to
school after Thanksgiving and we
got to enjoy an extra few weeks
of vacation. As far away as winter

break might seem now, I know I
could not have made it through
winter term without that six-week
recharge. A few weeks on campus now at the end of a term is
not such a bad payoff for the six
weeks of academic freedom we all
enjoyed last December.
Next, of course, is the gorgeous weather. You may have
justified spending nine months of
the year in Wisconsin by saying
how much you love all the different seasons; how exciting was it
when the leaves started to fall in
the beginning of the school year?

See page 11

LU must divest
Oswaldo Gomez
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Lawrence is not as forwardthinking as we think. Actions like
the demonstrations on College
Avenue demanding protection for
our students of color, the Sampson
House protests seeking sexual
policy reform, among others,
have uncovered realities significantly different from those on the
Admissions brochures. Lawrence,
we all realized, is a long way from
being an institution that works
for us.
However, as much as the
mentioned challenges are imminent and changes necessary,
we are neglecting other important issues that are not always
so close to home. I am specifically referring to two large-scale
atrocities that exist beyond the
confinements of “our Bubble” but
well within our society. Those
issues being the complex Prison
Industrial Complex in the US and
the Occupation of Palestinian
lands.
As different as those issues
are, and as removed as they might
seem to be, I believed them to
be areas where Lawrentians can
enable positive change. As “global citizens” we are more capable than ever to impact communities beyond our direct reach.
Divestment from companies
which aid in the oppression of various people of color is exactly the
kind of change that Lawrentians
can push forward.
But what exactly does any of
this mean, anyway? What in the
world is “divestment?”
When speaking of divestment, I am specifically referring
to two social movements that,
although separate, are conjoined
in their immediacy and importance. Both movements challenge institutional oppression by
demanding ends to economic ties
that disadvantage their respective
population.
The first, and more known
one, is aimed at deterring companies from collaborating with
Israel in its occupation of Gaza
and the West Bank. This divestment, is associated with the
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
Movement (BDS) that has taken
place worldwide. It calls for an end
to the Israeli occupation of Arab
lands, dismantling the Wall that is
separating Palestine, recognizing
full equality for Palestinian Arabs
inside of Israel and to allow exiled
Palestinians to return home.
The second of these divestment movements, targets the
Prison Industrial Complex. Prison
divestment mirrors many techniques of the BDS movement.
However, this campaign seeks to
disconnect universities and other
groups from economic ties to

private prisons or similar businesses. While this campaign still
remains to be solidified, schools
like Columbia University have
already led the way and divested
from companies that enhance the
subjugation of people of color
within the U.S.
It is important to note that
either type of divestment campaign leads to divisive and controversial dialogue. Various communities, especially universities, have
become increasingly split over the
dialog on such campaigns.
Critics of the Israeli divestment movement often label it as
anti-Semitic, as it targets Israel,
the world’s only Jewish state. I
understand that anti-Semitism
should be a valid concern, particularly on this campus where
identity is often attacked. Even I
will admit to perpetrating microaggressions on Jewish students.
But a divestment movement is
neither the root nor an escalation of anti-Semitism. It is my
belief that divestment from Israel
only targets the country’s institutional actions. Israel is ultimately an independent country,
and as one its actions are solely
its responsibility. At the height of
the Apartheid movement, South
Africa faced similar outside pressures to those that groups like
universities are putting on Israel
today.
Similarly, critics also discredit divestment as offering simplistic solutions to very complex
problems. In the case of prison
divestment, it might seem difficult to call our university into
question for ties to prisons that
might not exist. However, the
main problem is that universities
are often more tied to prisons
than we think. Columbia actually owned about 220,000 shares
of security companies like G4S
and Corrections Corporations of
America (CCA) which were sold
following divestment. This victory
for prison divestment points at
the success that such a campaign
can have, despite initial doubt that
a university can hurt the for-profit
prison industry.
It goes without saying that
our campus has faced great challenges this year. But as we end
the year, and as we consider the
possibilities for students to come,
we must remember that we have
more power to utilize—to take a
brave stance and to tackle two of
the most scary and startling issues
of our time can make Lawrence
a leading institution for change,
something that we have consistently failed to be. Brown, Black
and Immigrant peoples might not
necessarily be oppressed in the
same ways, but that oppression
equally holds us down. I think it is
our time to do something about it.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are
those of the students, faculty and community

members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters
outlined in the masthead.
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The Superhero Film Has Failed Us
Henry Dykstal
Columnist

_________________________

This is going to be a much
more melancholy column than it
usually is, and I’m sorry for that.
The reason for the change of tone
this week is that Darwyn Cooke
died of cancer on Saturday, May
14, 2016. He had entered palliative care the day before.
For those of you who do not
know who Darwyn Cooke is, let
me give you a quick rundown. To
be as simple as possible, Darwyn
Cooke was quite possibly the
greatest artist of superheroes that
ever lived, and certainly the best
of his country—Canada—and
of his generation of artists that
entered the field in the ‘80s and
‘90s.
Spare me your protestations
for Jim Lee—technically great, but
boring—your passion for George
Perez—great in many ways, but
terribly aged—your insistence on
the skills of Todd MacFarlene and
Rob Liefield—which are wrong
and I will not argue otherwise.
Cooke was a breath of fresh air
in the age of anatomically correct drawings of muscles—which
quickly became meaningless as
the men got beefed up more—
excess cheesecake cleavage drawings—not that Cooke himself was
not guilty of indulging in the male
gaze—and hyperrealistic violence
of hands going through chest cavities. His work was inspired by
Art Deco and the 1950s-’60s aesthetics, which were key reasons
why he was one of the architects
of the DC Animated Universe of

Bruce Timm with Cooke’s opening
title credits animation for Batman
Beyond remaining a high water
mark in credits, worthy of the
best of Saul Bass. His work was
universal in how he could adapt
to colorings—he was able to be
in four color newspaper strips
or black and white without losing any charm or power. He was,
unlike many artists who come
to think they can write, also an
accomplished storyteller, with his
masterpieces “The New Frontier”
and the adaptations of the first
Donald Westlake’s Parker crime
novels a master class in how to
use everything the present can
offer in literary and comics storytelling to create something utterly
unique. He was a nostalgist in an
industry that often spends most
of its time looking back instead of
forward, but he was able to take
what he loved and make something beautiful out of it.
Now as I write this it is Sunday,
March 15, 2016, and Darwyn is
dead. Right now, I am sitting here
after having read Cooke’s contribution to Solo, a brilliant anthology where a single artist would get
50 pages to show off. Cooke’s is
brilliant, with a framing story that
acts as an epilogue to his wonderful run on Catwoman with Ed
Brubaker—Cooke designed the
costume Anne Hathaway wears
in “The Dark Knight Rises” during this run—as well as tales that
are ‘50s pastiches, as well as a
wonderful bit of memoir of how
he became an artist. It is a wistful,
melancholy, and brilliant issue,
while at the same time full of
laughter and happiness, capable
of all his gifts.

Then I look at Rotten Tomatoes,
and see that “Captain America:
Civil War” has so far grossed
almost 200 million dollars here
in America, a large chunk of that
during its opening. “Deadpool”,
which was released this February,
has grossed almost 76 percent
of a billion dollars worldwide.
“Batman Versus Superman: Dawn
of Justice”, has grossed about 800
million worldwide. Right now we
can expect the following superhero movies to come out before
we hit 2016: “X-Men: Apocalypse,”
“Suicide Squad” and “Dr. Strange.”
If you had told me when I
was thirteen years old that all six
of these movies would be coming out in the same year, much
less that three of them would be
hugely profitable—if not exactly
well-liked, as we all saw with the
“Batman Versus Superman” fiasco—I would have said you were
out of your mind. Then I would
have asked: “Are they anything
like the comics?” and I would have
had to say “No.”
Here is the thing—I love
superheroes. Even when I hate
them I love them. I am not a
Mark Waid or a Kurt Busiek, but
a great superhero story is a taste
like almost nothing else. Darwyn
Cooke, in his years at DC—he had
a falling out with Marvel after he
poured a beer on one particular
editor’s head—also loved superheroes, embodying them with a
playfulness, grace and nobility
with every stroke of his pencil.
I am not a purist, but none
of the superhero movies that
have been made are anything like
Darwyn Cooke’s work, and this is
a bad thing.

or why black people are likely to
developed hypertension in their
lifetimes. We live in a stratified
society where certain people
have access to different resources
than others. In most black communities, all you have access to
for food is fast food restaurants,
while you will find the healthier
options such as Whole Foods in
much more affluent neighborhoods that are predominantly
white. Healthier foods tend to be
the most expensive and if you are
a poor person you will not have
access to the nutrients you need.
I have come to understand that
different people have different life
expectations. Not everyone can
aspire for the white picket fence
with children, grandchildren or a
successful career. The reason why
certain populations do not have
access to this dream is because
of systemic barriers, such as not
having access to health care, education or food.
Medical
anthropologists
have shown that stress causes
health complications in life. The
more marginalized you are, the
more likely you are to be under
chronic stress. Compared to a
rich white man in Tennessee, a
poor white male living in a rural
town in Tennessee will have limited access to healthy food options
and a safe place to exercise. One
of my favorite theoretical frameworks that we have analyzed in
the class is the political-economic framework. Paul Farmer says
that economic inequality and the
lack of medical infrastructure is
why so many treatable diseas-

es in the West have claimed so
many lives in poor nations. Many
medical anthropologists such as
Merrill Singer and Margret Lock
believe that healthcare should be
a human right.
What I find fascinating about
this class is not about how it illustrates the connection between
colonization, medicine and
power; what is truly interesting
to me is how biomedical technologies are changing the way that we
experience our bodies and our
ideologies about certain concepts.
For example, in vitro fertilization
is changing our understanding of
conception, which is also bringing
up questions about fetus subjectivity. I remember a few of my
friends got into a debate about the
purpose of sex—is it for pleasure
or procreation? When evaluating
that heated debate I could not
help think how our understanding
of sex would change if one day we
develop the technology to develop
babies in artificial wombs—which
is very possible. We now have
medical technologies that help
keep brain dead patients alive for
a long period of time, which has
led medical professionals to redefine our ideas of death.
What I have learned in that
class has helped me understand
how structural violence manifests
itself in the realms of medicine.
The class has also helped me see
how theory can meet practice, and
how some of the research done
by medical anthropologists has
helped shape health programs
and policies.

Critical Medical Anthropology
Guil Louis
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

My
Critical
Medical
Anthropology class has blown
my mind into pieces. Throughout
my experience at Lawrence, there
has never been a class that has
forced me to think this deeply
about issues surrounding health,
power and identity. During the
first day of the class, my professor showed a video about social
determinants of health. One of the
speakers in the video said “Our
history is engraved in our bodies.”
In this class, we talk about the
normalization of the white male
body through the use of medicine.
Much of what we know about science in terms of medicine is based
off studies done on white men.
The white male body became the
standardized body in which all
other bodies were compared to—
many of the pharmaceutical drugs
and treatments will not work on a
North African or Middle Eastern
bodies. What I have learned is
that many American governmental organizations have tried to utilize the same medical techniques
used on American citizens on
poor marginalized people living
in periphery, or poor underdeveloped nations.
Critical Medical Anthropology
has made me critical of my body
and its social context. There are
different parts of my identity that
decreases my life expectancy, such
as being black and gay in a racist,
homophobic society. There is a
reason why queer men of color
have the highest HIV infection rate

Now, do not get me wrong:
There have been those that have
come close—the first two Sam
Raimi Spider-Man movies are
like this, and Christopher Nolan’s
Batman films capture this, but
since the dawn of the Marvel
Cinematic Universe I think it is
fair to say that for the most part
superhero films have stopped
becoming authorial visions. They
have become product, something
that you go to as a cultural event
rather than a movie. Did you
know China has become where a
huge chunk of superhero movies
get their money? It is not from
America—international focus has
become how Hollywood has chosen to fight piracy. So every film
becomes the equivalent of a roller
coaster, from set piece to set piece
to set piece, all carefully coordinated by a committee of producers and executives who will not
have a single person be alienated
by a strange directorial choice.
They are beginning to sound
the same, too. “Iron Man” and “The
Avengers” have essentially made
wry quips the default form of communication in these movies, and
heaven knows what “Deadpool”
adding curse words to that formula is going to do. The news that
David Ayer, director of “Suicide
Squad” and mastermind behind
projects like “Training Day,”
“Fury” and “End of Watch” has
been told to reshoot parts of his
film to make it more lighthearted
frankly depress me. Even though
Zack Snyder with “Man of Steel”
and “Batman Versus Superman”
turned in a bleak, nihilistic, almost
absurd take on the two most iconic men in tights ever, at least he

was going for something that was
uniquely himself.
That is my real grievance
here—there is no room for a
unique viewpoint. All of the
Marvel films are uniform, DC is
following in their example, and
the X-Men franchise is stuck in
the hands of Bryan Singer, who
emphasizes the same people over
and over and whom isn’t going to
let go of the franchise as long as
21st-Century Fox has the rights.
Is there no room for a diversity
of tone in these several hundred
million budget tentpole films? Is it
possible for us to get a movie that
feels like it was the voice of the
person who wrote it? Spider-Man,
from when it was first written by
Stan Lee until its current run by
Dan Slott, has undergone a number of unique tones even while
his character has stayed the same.
You can be truthful to the material
and still create a great film everyone can like if you trust the right
people. Look at what happened
with Nolan, or with Raimi. Even
Ang Lee’s “Hulk” was a unique
film. People still argue about that
one. Who cares about the version
Marvel did five years later?
Right now, superhero films
have failed us with what they
promise, being regulated to
becoming events rather than individual stories. Were that the same
for the industry, we would not
have a talent like Darwyn Cooke,
who brought joy to thousands of
readers and will go down as one
of the greats in the medium. Why
deny talent?
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Graduation

continued from page 10
It is true, we have dealt with about
six months of winter, but spring is
finally here and summer cannot
be far off. Northeastern Wisconsin
is beautiful in the summer, so at
least we have a few weeks to forcibly enjoy temperatures above fifty
degrees. Finals might suck, but it
is much less painful to study for
finals outside in the sunshine than
huddled in your dorm room.
The trimester system. While
there are many benefits to the trimester system, I will focus on the
one we are all stressed out about
the most right now—finals. Other
college students have their finals
this week or have already finished their terms. However, these
students took finals on material they have had to remember
since January, thanks to the antiquated semester system. Though
our finals are later, we only have
to remember material from the
last ten weeks. This means better

retention of material and hopefully an easier time preparing
for finals. Finals are terrible anywhere, but maybe they are a bit
less stressful thanks to our threeterm calendar.
And of course, graduation.
June graduation will be beautiful. Just last week, I attended my
brother’s college graduation in
North Carolina. The ceremony
was beautiful, and the weather
was sunny and seventy degrees.
If Lawrence graduation had been
this past weekend, the graduating
seniors would have had to wear
black winter jackets instead of
gowns. We should give our fickle
state of Wisconsin a few more
weeks to warm up in the hopes
that our graduates can have a
beautiful, sunny ceremony to send
them off to the next chapter of
their lives. Hang in there, soak up
some sun and try to enjoy the next
few weeks!
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What house would you like to see on campus?
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“I want to see a house where people
from different backgrounds come
together and cook food from various
cultures around the globe.”
—Ryan Aiello

“A house that encourages
conversation focused around other
peoples’ differences.”
—President Mark Burstein

“I guess I want to see a more
inclusive version of dance house?
A house that incorporates diverse
dances styles and forms.”
—Becca Tapia
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The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline

“I want to see a house that adopts
a more technocentric approach to
Greenfire.”
—Rosanne Lam
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“Cat house!”
—Raquel Bajuscik

“I would personally love to see
Cosplay house. I’m a crazy person
who loves building costumes!”
—Jude Miller
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